Photoinduced C–H bond fission in prototypical organic molecules and radicals
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Recent experimental and computational advances have heralded huge progress in the range and the detail of the database pertaining to photoinduced C–H bond fission processes. This Perspective provides a snapshot of the current state of knowledge as determined via gas phase (i.e. isolated molecule) studies of the primary photochemistry of families of hydrocarbon molecules (alkynes, alkenes, alkanes, aromatics and selected heteroatom containing analogues) and the corresponding radicals (including saturated and unsaturated hydrocarbon radicals). Different families show different and, in many cases, understandable propensities for dissociating from an excited electronic state or following non-adiabatic coupling (i.e. internal conversion) to high vibrational levels of the ground electronic state. The Perspective seeks to emphasise the potentially vast range of behaviours (dissociation timescales, product energy disposals, etc.) that can be expected to accompany internal conversion, reflecting the extent to which the tuning coordinate (i.e. the nuclear motions that tune the energy separation between the excited and ground state) projects onto the dissociation coordinate of interest (i.e. the breaking of the C–H bond).

1. Introduction

The recently concluded Cassini–Huygens mission has yielded a wealth of new data concerning the outer planets, their moons, and their atmospheres. The atmosphere of Saturn’s moon Titan is now known to be composed mainly (~98%) of nitrogen, with methane making up most of the remainder. Molecules in the upper atmosphere of Titan undergo photodissociation, by absorbing short wavelength (vacuum ultraviolet, VUV) solar radiation, yielding radical species. These, in turn, undergo chemical processing, forming a plethora of heavier hydrocarbons and radicals. Different families show different and, in many cases, understandable propensities for dissociating from an excited electronic state or following non-adiabatic coupling (i.e. internal conversion) to high vibrational levels of the ground electronic state. The Perspective seeks to emphasise the potentially vast range of behaviours (dissociation timescales, product energy disposals, etc.) that can be expected to accompany internal conversion, reflecting the extent to which the tuning coordinate (i.e. the nuclear motions that tune the energy separation between the excited and ground state) projects onto the dissociation coordinate of interest (i.e. the breaking of the C–H bond).

σ* orbital in facilitating bond fission.6–9 Such states, formed by exciting an electron from an occupied lone pair (n) or bonding (π or σ) orbital, are now recognised as pivotal in discussions of the UV photofragmentation dynamics in many broad families of molecules. Exemplars include: water, alcohols, phenols, ethers and their thio-analogues; ammonia, amines, azoles, etc.; unsaturated molecules like hydrogen cyanide, acetylene and their derivatives; and alkyl and aryl halides.7,10 σ*/*πσ* excited states have also been implicated in UV photoinduced ring-opening processes, the dynamics of which are also now attracting interest.11 Photoinduced C–H bond fissions in alkanes, as well as in alkenes, benzene and larger aromatic systems, are under-represented in most such discussions, however. The present work, in which we review and attempt to systematize prior studies of photoinduced C–H (and, on occasion, C–R, R = alkyl, aryl, etc.) bond fissions in both closed and open shell (i.e. radical) species, seeks to rectify this deficiency. Note, we have not attempted a comprehensive review of all hydrocarbon (and related) photochemistry. The foci of this article are the title photoinduced bond fissions in neutral precursors and under gas phase (collision-free) conditions, though we do note rival fragmentation channels when appropriate.

Fig. 1 shows potential energy curves (PECs) for the ground and a few of the lower lying excited electronic states of (a) H₂, (b) methane and (c) acetylene that help set the scene for what follows. The highest (indeed the only) occupied molecular orbital (HOMO) in the ground X¹Σ⁺ state of H₂ is the 1σg orbital. Promoting one electron from this orbital to the antibonding
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The lowest lying bound excited state of H2 is the B 1\textsuperscript{\Sigma_u^+} state that correlate with the asymptotic products H(1s) + H(1s).

As in H\textsubscript{2}, the lowest energy products (H(1s) + CH\textsubscript{3}(X)) each possess one unpaired electron but are otherwise non-degenerate. Their recombination yields one singlet state of CH\textsubscript{4} (the ground state) and a dissociative triplet state with an electronic configuration at large \( R_{\text{C-H}} \) that is dominated by a bond-localised \( \sigma^* \leftrightarrow \sigma \) excitation. As we will see, such a \( ^3\sigma^* \) PES correlating to ground state products is a characteristic feature of all closed shell hydrocarbons. The first spin-allowed transition from the ground state of CH\textsubscript{4} is to a singlet state formed by promoting an electron from the t\textsubscript{2g} HOMO to an orbital with substantial 3s Rydberg character in the Franck–Condon (FC) region. Fig. 1(b) shows this excited state correlating with an excited (Rydberg) state of CH\textsubscript{3} upon extending \( R_{\text{C-H}} \). The much richer photofragmentation dynamics that prevail once the \( C_3v \) symmetry constraint is lifted are described in Section 2.4, while the photochemistry exhibited by B state CH\textsubscript{3} radicals is detailed in Section 3.2.

These PECs for H\textsubscript{2} were established long ago,\textsuperscript{13} but are included to highlight synergies with a (limiting) cut through the multi-dimensional potential energy surfaces (PESS) for a saturated hydrocarbon like CH\textsubscript{4}. Fig. 1(b) shows the relevant cut, calculated by stepping one C–H bond length (\( R_{\text{C-H}} \)), whilst holding the rest of the molecular framework at the ground state equilibrium geometry (i.e. retaining \( C_3v \) symmetry in this case). As in H\textsubscript{2}, the lowest energy products (H(1s) + CH\textsubscript{3}(X)) each possess one unpaired electron but are otherwise non-degenerate. Their recombination yields one singlet state of CH\textsubscript{4} (the ground state) and a dissociative triplet state with an electronic configuration at large \( R_{\text{C-H}} \) that is dominated by a bond-localised \( \sigma^* \leftrightarrow \sigma \) excitation. As we will see, such a \( ^3\sigma^* \) PES correlating to ground state products is a characteristic feature of all closed shell hydrocarbons. The first spin-allowed transition from the ground state of CH\textsubscript{4} is to a singlet state formed by promoting an electron from the t\textsubscript{2g} HOMO to an orbital with substantial 3s Rydberg character in the Franck–Condon (FC) region. Fig. 1(b) shows this excited state correlating with an excited (Rydberg) state of CH\textsubscript{3} upon extending \( R_{\text{C-H}} \). The much richer photofragmentation dynamics that prevail once the \( C_3v \) symmetry constraint is lifted are described in Section 2.4, while the photochemistry exhibited by B state CH\textsubscript{3} radicals is detailed in Section 3.2.

Fig. 1(c) shows corresponding scans for the ground and first few excited states of C\textsubscript{2}H\textsubscript{2}, calculated by extending \( R_{\text{C-H}} \) with the remainder of the molecule maintaining its ground state (linear) minimum energy geometry. The additional state density (cf. CH\textsubscript{4}) arising as a result of the \( \pi \) (HOMOs) and the antibonding \( \pi^* \) orbitals is obvious, as are the parallels with the corresponding PECs for the isoelectronic species HCN.\textsuperscript{7} Unlike the CH\textsubscript{3} fragment formed upon C–H bond fission in CH\textsubscript{4}, the C\textsubscript{2}H radical formed by extending a C–H bond in C\textsubscript{2}H\textsubscript{2} has two low-lying electronic states distinguished by whether the unpaired electron is in a \( \sigma \) or \( \pi \) orbital. Fig. 1(c) shows that the former configuration constitutes the ground \( \{X^2\Sigma^+\} \) state of C\textsubscript{2}H\textsubscript{2} and that the H + C\textsubscript{2}H(X) products correlate with the ground state (and a dissociative \( ^3\sigma^* \) state) of C\textsubscript{2}H\textsubscript{2}. The low-lying \( A^2\Pi \) excited state of the radical also forms both singlet and triplet states upon recombining with an H atom. These \( \Pi^\text{a} \) and \( \Pi^\text{b} \) states of C\textsubscript{2}H\textsubscript{2} (in the linear limit) derive from \( 3\sigma_\text{u} \leftrightarrow \pi(HOMO) \) excitations, \textit{i.e.} excitations to states that have some 3s Rydberg character in the FC region but which acquire predominant \( \sigma^* \) antibonding character upon extending \( R_{\text{C-H}} \). For compactness, we henceforth refer to such states simply as \( \pi\sigma^* \) states. We also note that the first excited singlet (and triplet) states of C\textsubscript{2}H\textsubscript{2} in the FC region arise from \( \pi^* \leftrightarrow \pi \) excitations. These valence excited states are bound in the \( R_{\text{C-H}} \) coordinate, but have nonlinear minimum energy geometries and could predissociate by non-adiabatic coupling to one or more states that correlate with the lower energy asymptote(s).
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\( \sigma^* \) orbital yields the \( ^3\Sigma_u^+ \) excited state. As Fig. 1(a) shows, the PEC for this state is repulsive. The \( ^3\Sigma_u^+ \) state is dissociative and is one of just two states (the other being the ground state) that correlate with the asymptotic products H(1s) + H(1s). The lowest lying bound excited state of H\textsubscript{2} is the B \( \Sigma_u^+ \) state (attributable to a \( 3\sigma_\text{u} \leftrightarrow 1\pi_\text{u} \) orbital promotion), which correlates with the excited H(1s) + H(1n = 2) products. [Note: all PECs reported here were calculated specifically for this article using the complete active space second order perturbation theory (CASPT2) method and MOLPRO2010.]\textsuperscript{12} To avoid breaking the narrative, details of the methods, basis sets and active spaces employed in the various calculations are collected in the Appendix.]
We survey our current understanding of the UV photofragmentation dynamics of C\textsubscript{2}H\textsubscript{2} and higher alkynes in Section 2.1, but a key distinction to note at this stage is the larger number of low-lying dissociation limits in a molecule like C\textsubscript{2}H\textsubscript{2} (cf. the alkanes). Each dissociation limit in PE diagrams like those in Fig. 1 corresponds to a different electronic state of one or other dissociation product. In the specific cases featured here, one dissociation product is an H atom, the first excited state of which (with $n = 2$) lies 10.2 eV above the ground ($n = 1$) state. Thus, if we limit discussion to excitation energies below the ionisation limits of the molecules of interest (e.g. ~12.6 eV in the case of CH\textsubscript{4}), the density of low lying product asymptotes is dictated by the electronic structure of the partner fragment. This is lower in a fragment like CH\textsubscript{3} (for which, apart from the one unpaired valence electron, there are only $\sigma$ bonds) than in, for example, C\textsubscript{2}H or HCO where the valence electrons also partition into less tightly bound $\pi$ and, in the latter case, $\sigma$ orbitals. Indeed, much of the recent interest in molecular photofragmentations involving O-H (O-R), S-H (S-R) or N-H (N-R) bond fissions stems from conical intersections between PESs correlating to the various low-lying dissociation limits, and the non-adiabatic couplings enabled by these conical intersections.\textsuperscript{7}

2. Hydrocarbon molecules

2.1 Acetylene, higher alkynes, alkyl analogues and nitriles

Acetylene (C\textsubscript{2}H\textsubscript{2}). $\pi^* \rightarrow \pi$ excitations are responsible for the long wavelength UV absorption of acetylene. C-H bond fission is observed following excitation of C\textsubscript{2}H\textsubscript{2}(X, \nu = 0) molecules at wavelengths $\lambda < 214.5$ nm\textsuperscript{14} – corresponding to a photon energy $\sim 600$ cm\textsuperscript{-1} above the bond dissociation energy, $D_0$(H\textsuperscript{-}C\textsuperscript{2}H\textsubscript{2}).\textsuperscript{15} Energy conservation arguments dictate that the co-fragments formed when exciting at such long wavelengths must be ground (X) state C\textsubscript{2}H radicals, and measurements of the parent excited state lifetimes,\textsuperscript{16} their fragmentation probabilities,\textsuperscript{17} the product energy disposal,\textsuperscript{18} how these quantities vary with excitation wavelength,\textsuperscript{19} and companion \textit{ab initio} theory\textsuperscript{20} all suggest that dissociation occurs \textit{via} coupling to one or more of the nest of triplet states on a relatively long timescale (long when compared to a typical C-H vibrational period). C-H bond fission following excitation of vibrationally excited C\textsubscript{2}H\textsubscript{2} molecules at longer wavelengths has also been reported (at $\lambda \sim 243.1\textsuperscript{21,22}$ and at 248.3 nm\textsuperscript{23}).

Acetylene photodissociation has also been investigated by monitoring the H atom products formed at several shorter excitation wavelengths: at $\lambda = 193.3$ nm (still within the $\pi^* \rightarrow \pi$ band systems), at $\lambda = 148.35$ and 151.82 nm;\textsuperscript{25} at $\lambda = 121.6$ nm (the H Lyman-$\alpha$ wavelength)\textsuperscript{26} and at several wavelengths in the range 121 $\leq \lambda \leq 133$ nm\textsuperscript{27,28} chosen to match with peaks in the parent absorption spectrum. All reveal formation of C\textsubscript{2}H radicals in both their ground (X) and excited (A$^2$T\textsubscript{1}) states, with the latter dominating at the higher excitation energies. These C\textsubscript{2}H(A) products are formed with extensive vibrational (predominantly in the C$\equiv$C stretch mode) but little rotational excitation, and the recoil velocities of the H atom partners are anisotropic (relative to the $\varepsilon$ vector of the photolysis laser radiation). Emission attributable to C\textsubscript{2}H(A) photofragments has also been reported following excitation at many wavelengths $\lambda \leq 125$ nm.\textsuperscript{29} Such energy disposal is consistent with dissociation following excitation to, or efficient predissociation of the photoprepared Rydberg states by, the lowest dissociative $4\pi\sigma^*$ state\textsuperscript{2,25} depicted in Fig. 1(c). The H + C\textsubscript{2}H(X) products formed at these shorter excitation wavelengths, in contrast, show isotropic recoil velocity distributions that peak at a low total kinetic energy release (TKER) and are generally consistent with that expected on the basis of (slower) unimolecular decay after radiationless transfer to high levels of the ground (X, or S\textsubscript{0}) state.\textsuperscript{28}

Diacylene. Similar photodissociation dynamics have been reported for diacetylene (HC\equivC\equivC\equivCH). No radical products have been reported following long wavelength ($\lambda > 200$ nm) excitation of this molecule. Reactions involving metastable C\textsubscript{2}H\textsubscript{2}\* molecules formed by such photoexcitation were touted as a possible route to forming the larger polyynes and polycyclic aromatic hydrocarbons that contribute to the haze that cloaks Titan,\textsuperscript{30} but such a view was challenged following later measurements that showed that these C\textsubscript{2}H\textsubscript{2}\* states have sub-\mu s lifetimes.\textsuperscript{31} The TKER spectra of the H + C\textsubscript{2}H products formed when exciting C\textsubscript{2}H\textsubscript{2} at shorter wavelengths (in the range 127.5 $\leq \lambda \leq 164.4$ nm) chosen to match with resolved Rydberg features in the parent absorption spectrum show peaks sitting on a continuous background.\textsuperscript{32,33} Such structure reflects the formation of excited C\textsubscript{2}H(A$^2$II) state radicals, with specific vibrational excitation in the CCC bend and C$\equiv$C stretch modes. As with C\textsubscript{2}H\textsubscript{2}, these products arise \textit{via} non-radiative transfer to the corresponding $1\pi\pi^*$ continuum, while the underlying (isotropic) peak – that peaks at low TKER – is logically attributed to unimolecular decay of highly internally excited C\textsubscript{2}H\textsubscript{2}(S\textsubscript{0}) molecules.

Methylacetylene (and allene). The results of several early experimental studies of methylacetylene (propyne, H\textsubscript{3}CC\equivC\equivCH) photolysis at 193.3 nm were interpreted as showing acetylenic C-H bond fission as the dominant decay process,\textsuperscript{34-36} as has also been suggested in one recent trajectory surface-hopping theoretical study.\textsuperscript{37} However, H Rydberg atom photofragment translational spectroscopy (HRA-PTS) studies of propyne and its isomer allene (propadiene), at several wavelengths in the range 193.3 $\leq \lambda \leq 213.3$ nm, returned essentially identical TKER spectra with a form that matched well with that obtained by assuming an approximate statistical model predicated on population of all possible vibrational states of the propargyl (H\textsubscript{2}CC\equivCH) product. Such behaviour was rationalised by assuming efficient coupling to high vibrational levels of the S\textsubscript{0} state and isomerisation (including H atom migration) prior to fragmentation.\textsuperscript{38,39} This conclusion served to reinstate the original mechanistic proposal of Seki and Okabe,\textsuperscript{40} and is consistent with (i) observations that both H and D atom products are formed, with essentially identical translational energy distributions, in the vibrationally mediated photodissociation of CD\textsubscript{3}CCH using two photons with a total energy very similar to that of a single 193 nm photon\textsuperscript{41} and (ii) translational spectroscopy
studies of allene\textsuperscript{42} and propyne\textsuperscript{43} photolysis at 193 nm which both return a primary yield of H\textsubscript{2} products that was about one tenth that of the H atoms.

PTS studies of propyne and allene following excitation at shorter wavelengths (157 nm\textsuperscript{44} and 121.6 nm\textsuperscript{45}), in contrast, return isomer specific H atom velocity distributions. The photolysis of both molecules, at both wavelengths, yields H atoms with velocity distributions that peak at low KEs attributable to decay of highly internally excited S\textsubscript{0} molecules, but propyne also yields more H atoms with higher KE attributable to excited state acetylenic C–H bond fission – reminiscent of that seen in the short wavelength photolysis of both C\textsubscript{2}H\textsubscript{2} and C\textsubscript{3}H\textsubscript{2}. Analysis of the photofragment fluorescence excitation spectra obtained following tuneable VUV excitation of propyne and allene also reveals isomer specific photodissociation dynamics at short excitation wavelengths.\textsuperscript{45} Though outside the scope of a review focussed on photoinduced C–H bond fissions, we note that both CH\textsubscript{3} and CH\textsubscript{2} products have also been reported in the 157 nm photolysis of propyne, but the dynamics of the C–C bond fission process(es) leading to these products remains unclear.\textsuperscript{44}

Cyanoacetylene. Cyanoacetylene (HCCCN) is isoelectronic with diacetylene, and the limited available data hints at similar photochemistry. In both cases, the long wavelength absorptions arise from \( \pi^* \leftarrow \pi \) excitations, H atom loss is the lowest energy dissociation channel, and the energetic threshold for C–H bond fission lies above the onset of long wavelength absorption. Ion imaging studies return essentially identical H atom velocity distributions when cyanoacetylene is excited at 243.2 nm or at 121.6 nm.\textsuperscript{46} This finding can be rationalised if the products observed at the longer excitation wavelength are the result of a two photon absorption process. Again, the derived TKER distributions are most readily explained in terms of unimolecular decay of highly internally excited S\textsubscript{0} molecules formed \textit{via} non-adiabatic coupling from the state(s) populated at a total excitation energy of \( \sim 10.2 \) eV.

H + C\textsubscript{2}N fragments are the major dissociation products when cyanoacetylene is excited at 193.3 nm, but the low quantum yield estimated for this channel (0.3 \pm 0.05) implies substantial population of metastable excited states.\textsuperscript{47} The TKER distribution of the H atom products derived from ion imaging studies is intriguing.\textsuperscript{48} The energy provided by a 193 nm photon is \( \sim 0.6 \) eV above the calculated C–H bond dissociation energy, \( D_\text{b}(\text{H–CCCN}) \). Necessarily, therefore, the H atoms are slow, but their velocity distribution is sharply peaked and implies a substantial partitioning of the available energy (i.e. the photon energy less the bond dissociation energy) into product translation. Such energy disposal is characteristic of dissociation on a repulsive excited state PES, encouraging the suggestion that the photofragmentation of cyanoacetylene following excitation at 193.3 nm proceeds \textit{via} coupling to the \( \pi\pi^* \) continuum. Analogy with C\textsubscript{2}H\textsubscript{2}, C\textsubscript{3}H\textsubscript{2} (see above) and HCN (see below) has further encouraged the suggestion that the C\textsubscript{2}N partner fragments are formed in the first excited A\textsuperscript{3}\Pi state,\textsuperscript{46} but the energy resolution of the data reported thus far is insufficient to allow substantiation of this prediction.

Hydrogen cyanide. Like the alkenes, the long wavelength absorption of HCN is attributable to \( \pi^* \leftarrow \pi \) excitations. The threshold energy for forming H + CN(A\textsuperscript{2}\Pi) products corresponds to a wavelength \( \lambda = 190 \) nm. C–H bond fission following excitation at \( \lambda = 193.3 \) nm necessarily yields ground (X\textsuperscript{2}E\textsuperscript{+}) state CN radicals,\textsuperscript{48} but CN(A\textsuperscript{2}\Pi) products dominate when HCN is photolysed at 157 nm\textsuperscript{49} and at 121.6 nm.\textsuperscript{50,51} CN(A) products have also been observed following 220 nm excitation of HCN(\( \nu_3 = 4 \)) molecules – i.e. following dissociation from excited levels with a total energy equivalent to that which would be achieved by exciting ground state HCN molecules at \( \lambda \sim 172 \) nm.\textsuperscript{52} Further evidence for the dominance of H + CN(A) products is provided by the observation of laser action on the CN(A\textsuperscript{2}→X) system following broadband (\( \lambda > 155 \) nm) flash photolysis of HCN.\textsuperscript{53} All such observations support the view that, almost irrespective of the initial state prepared by VUV photoexcitation, if it is energetically possible, the photodissociation of HCN is driven by non-adiabatic coupling to, and subsequent H-CN bond fission on, the \( \pi\pi^* \) PES.\textsuperscript{7}

2.2 Ethene, higher alkenes, polyenes and carbonyl containing analogues

Ethene. Ethene (C\textsubscript{2}H\textsubscript{4}) shows a broad absorption at long wavelengths, assigned to \( \pi^* \leftarrow \pi \) excitations,\textsuperscript{54} and an obvious step increase in absorbance at \( \lambda < 175 \) nm, attributed to the onset of the 3s \( \leftarrow \) Rydberg transition.\textsuperscript{55} PTS studies at 193 nm employing different H/D isotomers of ethene identified both atomic and molecular hydrogen loss channels, with roughly equal probabilities, and some probability for loss of a second H atom from the primary C\textsubscript{2}H\textsubscript{3} products.\textsuperscript{56} The product translational energy disposals are consistent with unimolecular decay of internally excited S\textsubscript{0} molecules formed following internal conversion (IC) from the photo-prepared \( ^1\pi\pi^* \) state. Analogous studies at \( \lambda = 157 \) nm again identified both atomic and molecular hydrogen loss channels and deduced that most of the H(D) atoms formed at this wavelength arise from three body fragmentation processes. Again, the measured product branching fractions and energy disposals are in qualitative accord with expectations based on the unimolecular decay of C\textsubscript{2}H\textsubscript{4} from high vibrational levels of its S\textsubscript{0} state.\textsuperscript{57–60} though (weak) emission attributable to C\textsubscript{2}H(A) radicals has been reported following excitation of C\textsubscript{2}H\textsubscript{4} at photon energies above the threshold for three-body decay to H + H\textsubscript{2} + C\textsubscript{2}H products (\( \lambda < 144 \) nm).\textsuperscript{61}

Much recent effort has been devoted to unravelling details of the nuclear motions and couplings that drive IC from the \( ^1\pi\pi^* \) state to the S\textsubscript{0} state.\textsuperscript{62–65} has identified roles for two general classes of conical intersections, one in regions of configuration space associated with twisted and pyramidal geometries, the other near an ethyldiene (CH\textsubscript{2}CH) configuration that involves an H atom migrating across what (prior to photoexcitation) was the C=C double bond. The PECs shown in Fig. 2(a) have been calculated for a sequence of geometries along a linearly interpolated internal coordinate (LIIC) connecting the optimised ground state geometry to that of the minimum energy conical intersection (MECI) linking the \( ^1\pi\pi^* \) and ground state PESs, and are included primarily to illustrate the essentially barrierless
nature of this excited state decay route. Two molecular dynamics (MD) studies\(^{64,66}\) also proposed a rival deactivation pathway via the \(^1\pi_3\) s Rydberg state. Ultrafast pump–probe ion yield studies (involving both \(\text{C}_2\text{H}_4\) and \(\text{C}_2\text{D}_4\) excitation at 162 nm\(^{67}\)) and a more recent ultrafast pump–probe photoelectron spectroscopy study (at 156 nm\(^{68}\)) both serve to validate this suggestion, though another (at 159 nm\(^{69}\)) found no evidence for the participation of any Rydberg state in the non-radiative decay of the \(^1\pi\pi\) \(p\) state. Excited state C–H bond fission involving nuclear motion on a \(^1\pi\pi\) \(p\) PES analogous to that shown in Fig. 1(c), leading to electronically excited \(\text{C}_2\text{H}_3\) radicals, should be possible at sufficiently high excitation energies – as shown in Fig. 2(b), and as noted long ago by Evleth and Sevin\(^{70}\) – but we are not aware of any experimental demonstrations of such an excited state channel competing successfully with the ultrafast non-radiative decay to the \(S_0\) state.

**Higher alkenes.** Replacing one or more of the H atoms in ethene by methyl groups leads to a progressive reduction in the ionisation potential and in the 3s \(\pi\) excitation energy. Time resolved photoelectron spectroscopy studies following \(\lambda = 200\) nm photoexcitation of \(\text{cis}\-\text{and trans-2-butene reveal ultrafast (\(\tau \sim 20\) fs) decay of the photoprepared \(^1\pi \chi\) \(s\) state by non-radiative coupling to the underlying \(^1\pi\pi\) \(p\) state and thench, on a longer timescale, to high vibrational levels of the \(S_0\) state.\(^{71}\) Similar studies of the fully methylated analogue, tetramethyl-ethene, at several pump wavelengths around 225 nm, returned decay rates that are some 2- to 4-orders of magnitude slower.\(^{71}\) Two dominant dissociation channels have been identified in the 193 nm photodissociation of isobutene (2-methylpropene), yielding \(\text{H} + \text{C}_2\text{H}_4\) and \(\text{CH}_3 + \text{CH}_2\text{CCH}_2\) products with relative yields and translational energy distributions that are broadly consistent with that expected for dissociation following non-radiative transfer to and intramolecular vibrational energy redistribution (IVR) on the \(S_0\) state.\(^{72}\)

PTS studies of propene (and selectively deuterated isotopomers of propene) following photoexcitation at \(\lambda = 157\) nm identified no fewer than eight dissociation channels, of which the triple fragmentation to \(\text{C}_2\text{H}_2 + \text{CH}_3 + \text{H}\) products is dominant. The small kinetic energy releases and minimal recoil anisotropies of all products again imply that dissociation proceeds on the electronic ground state PES following non-radiative transfer from the photoexcited state.\(^{73-75}\) Chin and Lee\(^{76}\) reported relative probabilities (derived via RRKM calculations) for various two- and three-body decay channels of 1-butene molecules on the \(S_0\) PES (calculated by electronic structure methods) at total energies appropriate for photoexcitation at 193 nm and 157 nm and predicted \(\text{CH}_2\text{CHCH}_2 + \text{CH}_3\) radicals (i.e. products arising from a C–C bond fission after an initial H atom migration) as the dominant fragments at both excitation wavelengths.

**Polynes.** Experiment (in the form of time-resolved, pump–probe studies of the initial excited state motions\(^{77-81}\) and PTS studies of the eventual fragmentation products\(^{82}\)) and theory (both electronic structure calculations\(^{83,84}\) and MD simulations\(^{85}\)) all imply ultrafast non-radiative decay following initial \(\pi^* \epsilon \pi^*\) photoexcitation of dienes like 1,3-butadiene and larger analogues like hexatriene and octatetraene, with eventual unimolecular decay from high vibrational levels of the \(S_0\) state. Quantum-chemical plus RRKM calculations for 1,3-butadiene following excitation at both 193 nm and 157 nm predict more substantial roles for C–H bond fission channels than in the case of 2-butene (yielding both \(\text{CH}_3\text{CCH}_2\) and \(\text{CH}_2\text{CHCH}_2\) co-fragments) but, again, C–C bond fission (yielding \(\text{CH}_3 + \text{CH}_2\text{CCH}_2\) products after initial rearrangement to 1,2-butadiene) is identified as the dominant decay channel.\(^{76}\)

UV excitation of cyclic dienes induces broadly similar photophysics. Theory (ab initio MD simulations)\(^{86}\) and experiment (time-resolved photoelectron spectroscopy)\(^{86,87}\) imply that the ultrafast non-radiative decay following \(\pi^* \epsilon \pi^*\) excitation in 1,3-cyclopentadiene, for example, is driven by initial (in-plane) motion along the bond-alternation coordinate followed by out-of-plane torsional motion about the C–C double bonds – similar to the nuclear motions that follow \(\pi^* \epsilon \pi^*\) excitation of \(\text{C}_4\text{H}_8\) – to access a conical intersection with the \(S_0\) PES. Photoinduced ring-opening of 1,3-cyclohexadiene following \(\pi^* \epsilon \pi^*\) excitation has been studied more extensively.\(^{89-95}\) Again, the \(\pi\pi^*\) excited state decays on an ultrafast timescale by nonadiabatic coupling (probably via an optically dark excited state) to the \(S_0\) PES. Again, the topography of the PESs encourages C–C bond extension and torsion around the C–C double bonds, thereby priming the molecule to ring-open fully (to 1,3,5-hexatriene) or to revert to the ring-closed structure on the \(S_0\) PES – albeit with sufficient internal excitation to fragment further. In both cases, the identity of final decomposition products remains an open question.

Nonetheless, the available data implies that the rates of non-radiative decay following \(\pi^* \epsilon \pi^*\) excitation of these C–C bond containing molecules (including allene\(^{38,39,44}\) and fulvenallene\(^{96,97}\)) are all so fast that rival excited state fragmentation pathways are unable to compete. Internal conversion to high vibrational levels of the \(S_0\) state is the norm and C–H bond fission is a major decay pathway. But, increases in molecular size and in
excitation energy also translate into increased complexity: the number of energetically accessible product channels increases, as does the likelihood that some of these products are formed in multiple isomeric forms and may be susceptible to further (and possibly unintentional) photo-processing.

**Aldehydes and ketenes.** Formaldehyde (HCHO) and acetaldehyde (CH₃CHO) are isoelectronic with ethene and propene, respectively, but replacing a CH₂ group by an O atom has obvious photochemical consequences. Not least, the longest wavelength absorption in the aldehyde is an π* → π transition originating from the O centred lone pair orbital, for which there is no equivalent in the corresponding alkene.

**Formaldehyde.** The minimum of the S₁(3νp*) state of HCHO lies at an energy below the threshold for C–H bond fission (D₀(H–CHO) = 30327.6 ± 1.0 cm⁻¹ (ref. 98)). H atoms are formed when exciting at energies above this threshold, but the parent absorption spectrum and the H atom photofragment excitation (PHOFEX) spectrum both show resolved rovibronic structure consistent with the long (nanosecond) lifetimes of these S₁ levels. The detailed energy disposal in the H + HCO products formed following excitation in this near threshold region is parent level dependent, reflecting the relative probabilities of IC to highly excited S₀ levels and intersystem crossing (ISC) to the T₁ state. The T₁ PES shows a barrier in the R_C–H coordinate as the dominant configuration evolves from 3νp* to 3σg*, the magnitude of which is overstated by the rigid body, planar constraints imposed when calculating the PECs shown in Fig. 3. Nonetheless, the presence of this energy barrier on the T₁ PES ensures that the IC pathway dominates at the lowest excitation energies, but the latter (yielding H + HCO products with a greater fraction of the available energy in the form of translational motion) gains in relative importance at energies approaching and above the top of the barrier.¹⁰⁰–¹⁰²

Most recent interest in HCHO photochemistry has focussed on the rival H₂ + CO molecular product channel and, particularly, unravelling signatures of the ‘roaming’ contribution to this product yield. Roaming in this case is now understood in terms of a frustrated C–H bond fission, wherein the H atom all but escapes from the long range attractive part of the S₀ PES, returns, re-encounters and reacts with the HCO partner to yield the molecular products.¹⁰³,¹⁰⁴ The recent ion imaging studies¹⁰⁴ have also identified a three body fragmentation channel yielding H + H + CO products, with an energetic threshold of 35 410 cm⁻¹, which constitutes ~5% of the total product yield when exciting at λ = 266 nm. Dynamical studies of C–H bond fission following excitation of HCHO at shorter wavelengths are scarce, but ab initio theory – Fig. 3 in the context of motion along R_C–H and prior coupled multi-surface photodynamics studies focussing on the C–O stretch and symmetric HCH bend coordinates¹⁰⁵ indicate a wealth of non-adiabatic couplings and possible non-adiabatic coupling pathways involving both roaming H atoms and CH₃ radicals.¹⁰⁶,¹⁰⁷ Contributions from three different C–C bond fission mechanisms have also been identified as the photolysis wavelength is reduced across the range 328 ≥ λ ≥ 265 nm,¹⁰⁸ while recent experiments (cavity ring down absorption measurements of product quantum yields)¹⁰⁹ and theory (quasi-classical trajectory calculations)¹¹⁰ both provide evidence for some C–H bond fission, associated with triple fragmentation to H + CH₃ + CO products, following excitation at λ = 248 nm. H atom photoproducts have also been reported following excitation at λ = 248 nm¹¹¹ and 205 nm.¹¹² PTS measurements following λ = 157.6 nm excitation of CH₃CHO identify C–C and aldehydic C–H bond fissions as the two dominant (out of a total of six) primary fragmentation pathways. Many of the primary HCO and CH₃CO products are formed with sufficient internal excitation that they undergo further unimolecular decay. Both the speed and the angular distributions of the various products imply that dissociation occurs after radiationless transfer to high levels of the parent S₀ state.¹¹³ Analyses of the IR emission from CO fragments formed in the λ = 248 nm photolysis of propionaldehyde, isobutyraldehyde, and 2,2-dimethyl propanal have encouraged suggestions that the roaming route to forming molecular fragments becomes progressively more important with increasing parent molecular size.¹¹⁴

HCO radicals have been reported following long wavelength (λ ~ 300 nm) excitation of propenal (acrolein, CH₂=CHCHO) via its S₁–S₀ (π* → n) transition, and explained in terms of dissociation after intersystem crossing to the lowest triplet (T₁) PES.¹¹⁵ PTS studies following excitation at shorter wavelengths (193 nm (π* → π* excitation)¹¹⁶,¹¹⁷ and at 157 nm¹¹⁸) identify H + CH₂=CHCO and C₂H₃ + HCO as the dominant primary fragmentation pathways. Analysis of the product translational and angular distributions suggests roles for fragmentation following radiationless transfer to both the S₀ and T₁ PESs, but interpretation is complicated by the wealth of possible isomerisation and secondary fragmentation processes available at these high excitation energies.

H atom PHOFEX studies¹¹⁹ and PTS studies following excitation of FCHO in the range 218 ≤ λ ≤ 248 nm¹²⁰ and at

---

**Fig. 3** Rigid body singlet (in black) and triplet (in red) PECs for HCHO plotted as a function of R_C–H for planar geometries, with the rest of the nuclear framework maintained at its ground state equilibrium geometry.
$\lambda = 193\text{ nm}$ all provide unequivocal evidence of aldehyde C–H bond fission. The operation of the rival F + HCO bond fission process was first deduced from analysis of the times-of-flight (TOFs) of H atoms formed by unintended UV laser photolysis of the partner HCO fragments\textsuperscript{122} and then confirmed (at $\lambda = 193\text{ nm}$) by direct observation of the F atom and HCO radicals using universal ionization methods.\textsuperscript{121} Theory\textsuperscript{123,124} serves to confirm suggestions, based on the deduced product energy disposal, that the observed C–H bond fission occurs following ISC to the T$_1$ PES (the analogue of the T$_1$ (1$^3\sigma^*$) PES shown for HCHO in Fig. 3).

In the case of alkenes, our summary identifies ISC to high vibrational levels of the S$_0$ state and subsequent dissociation as the typical outcome following UV photoexcitation. Relative to the alkenes, the corresponding aldehydes have a lower lying 1$^1\pi\pi^*$ excited state. This state can be populated at energies close to the C–H dissociation limit, and typically shows orders of magnitude slower ISC rates. This allows an opportunity for decay via (traditionally much slower) ISC to the T$_1$ PES, and the formation of ground state radical products with obviously non-statistical internal and/or translational energy distributions. The extent to which this photochemical difference persists when the simple aldehydes are excited at shorter (VUV) excitation wavelengths remains unclear.

**Ketene.** Ketene (H$_2$CCO) is isoelectronic with allene. The triplet and singlet $\pi^* \leftarrow \pi$ absorptions of ketene span much of the UV region, with the first (3s) Rydberg origin appearing at $\lambda \sim 215\text{ nm}$. CH$_3$ (and CH$_2$H) + CO are the dominant products formed following long wavelength ($288 \leq \lambda \leq 310\text{ nm}$) excitation and subsequent ISC to the S$_0$ (and ISC to the T$_1$) PESs.\textsuperscript{125} Ion imaging studies of the CO products formed upon photolysis of H$_2$CCO at $\lambda = 208$ and 213 nm,\textsuperscript{126} earlier studies of the IR emission from CO products formed by photolysis at $\lambda = 193\text{ nm}$,\textsuperscript{127} and PTS studies of the H + HCCO products formed via photolysis in the range $193 \leq \lambda \leq 215\text{ nm}$,\textsuperscript{128} all return product distributions that are broadly consistent with the decay of ‘hot’ S$_0$ parent molecules – in accord with later theoretical studies.\textsuperscript{129,130} PTS studies at yet shorter wavelengths ($\lambda = 157.6\text{ nm}$), however, return a very different outcome. CH$_3$ + CO products represent $\sim 97\%$ of the total dissociation yield. The CO products show clear recoil anisotropy and energy conservation arguments suggest that the CH$_2$ partner fragments are formed in the excited $^1\pi\pi^*$ state.\textsuperscript{131} Such observations would suggest that these products arise from C–C bond cleavage on a dissociative excited state PES.

**2.3 Benzene and related aromatics**

The UV photodissociation of many small aromatic hydrocarbons has been explored using a combination of multimass ion imaging techniques and complementary electronic structure theory.\textsuperscript{132} Benzene (C$_6$H$_6$) is the exemplar. Long wavelength excitation populates the S$_1$ (A$^1\text{B}_1$, 1$^1\pi\pi^*$) state via an electric dipole forbidden, but vibronically allowed, transition. The S$_1$ fluorescence quantum yield drops rapidly at wavelengths $\lambda < 244.5\text{ nm}$, due to the opening of a new population loss process historically termed ‘channel three’.\textsuperscript{133} The mechanism of this decay has been a source of longstanding controversy, but recent ultrafast pump–probe photoelectron data have been interpreted as showing contributions from both IC to S$_0$ (via a conical intersection at prefulvenoid geometries) and ISC to low lying triplet states.\textsuperscript{134} The PECs shown in Fig. 4(a), for a range of geometries along a LiIC connecting the optimised S$_0$ state geometry to that of the prefulvenic MECI between the S$_1$ and S$_0$ state PESs, support previous findings regarding the comparative ‘flatness’ of the S$_1$ PES (and a partner triplet PES) in this coordinate. Excitation at shorter wavelengths populates the S$_2$ (B$^1\text{B}_2$, 1$^1\pi\pi^*$) state, and early PTS experiments identified C–H bond fission following IC to high vibrational levels of the S$_0$ state as the dominant (probably the exclusive) fragmentation process when exciting at $\lambda = 193\text{ nm}$.\textsuperscript{135,136} H$_2$-elimination leading to formation of o-C$_6$H$_4$ is a less endoergic process, but the energy of the transition state en route to these products on the S$_0$ PES is too high for this rival decay channel to compete when exciting at $\lambda = 193\text{ nm}$. The prospects for excited state C–H bond fission in benzene appear somewhat like those for C$_2$H$_4$. As Fig. 4(b) shows, a rigid body scan in which one C–H bond, $R_{C-H}$ is extended while imposing planarity and holding the rest of the nuclear framework fixed at its ground state equilibrium geometry shows the expected triplet (1$^3\sigma^*$) repulsive PES correlating to the lowest dissociation limit, and identifies repulsive $^3\pi\pi^*$ and (not shown) $^3\pi\sigma^*$ potentials correlating to the H + C$_6$H$_5$($^2\text{A}^1\text{A})$ limit.

Molecules like toluene\textsuperscript{137} and m-xylene\textsuperscript{138} show similar fragmentation behaviour following excitation to their respective S$_2$ states at $\lambda = 193\text{ nm}$, but experiments involving selectively deuterated precursors also reveal clear evidence for some isomerisation on the S$_0$ PES prior to eventual unimolecular decay by both C–C and C–H bond fission, yielding C$_6$H$_5$ + CH$_3$ and C$_6$H$_4$CH$_2$ + H products (in the case of toluene). Dissociation following IC to high levels of the S$_0$ state has been similarly advanced to account for the product energy disposals measured...
following 193 nm excitation of, for example, ethyl-, n-propyl-, isopropyl- and butylbenzene.\textsuperscript{132} Notably different dissociation dynamics have been reported following excitation to the $S_1$ states of ethyl- and $n$-propylbenzene at $\lambda = 248$ nm.\textsuperscript{139,140} $C_6H_5CH_2 + CH_3$ and $C_6H_5CH_3 + C_2H_5$ products are still observed with appearance rates and kinetic energy distributions consistent with that expected for the dissociation of vibrationally ‘hot’ $S_0$ molecules. However, these are dwarfed by an additional yield of faster products that have been attributed to dissociation following ISC to the $T_1$ PES $-$ reminiscent of the deduced involvement of both singlet and triplet decay pathways following UV excitation of benzene in the channel three region.

2.4 Alkanes

**Methane.** Detailed photochemical studies of alkanes are still relatively rare, in part because their absorption lies entirely in the VUV spectral region. H atoms from photolysis of CH$_4$ have been studied at $\lambda = 121.6$ nm\textsuperscript{141–145} and at several wavelengths in the range $128 \leq \lambda \leq 133$ nm,\textsuperscript{146} closer to the long wavelength onset of electronic absorption.\textsuperscript{147} CH$_3$ and CH$_2$ product yields have been investigated by universal ionization mass spectrometry following CH$_4$ photolysis at 121.6 nm and 118.2 nm,\textsuperscript{148} and electronically excited CH$_3$(b$^\text{1}\text{B}_1$) products have been detected via their $b \rightarrow a$ fluorescence following excitation at $\lambda < 133$ nm.\textsuperscript{149} H$_2$ products formed by two photon excitation in the range $210 \leq \lambda \leq 230$ nm have been investigated also.\textsuperscript{142} Photoexcitation, at least at the lower energies within this range, promotes an electron from the 1t$_2$ HOMO to the $3s/\sigma^*$ orbital. As Fig. 1(b) showed, the resulting $S_1$ state correlates with electronically excited CH$_3$ radicals upon extending $R_{C-H}$,\textsuperscript{150} but both $ab$ initio electronic structure\textsuperscript{151} and trajectory surface hopping dynamics\textsuperscript{152} calculations confirm efficient non-adiabatic coupling to the $S_0$ PES.

Fig. 5 shows the geometries of two of the MECIs between the $S_1$ and $S_0$ PESs of CH$_4$ calculated using the global reaction route mapping (GRRM) method.\textsuperscript{153–156} The lowest energy structures (of which CI1 is a representative) are sensibly consistent with dissociations evolving towards CH$_2(a^\text{1}\text{A}_1)$ + H$_2$ products, the latter of which have been shown (experimentally) to be formed both rotationally and vibrationally excited.\textsuperscript{142} The CI2 structure shown in Fig. 5 is reminiscent of that reported previously.\textsuperscript{151} The experimental finding that the CH$_3$(X) fragments formed following excitation of CH$_4$ at, for example, $\lambda = 132.748$ nm (Fig. 6) carry high levels of $a$-axis rotational angular momentum\textsuperscript{146} can be understood as the carry-over of the nuclear momenta developed $en$ route from the FC region accessed by $S_1 \rightarrow S_0$ excitation to geometries like CI2. Experiment also reveals an increasing tendency for three-body fragmentation processes on tuning to shorter excitation wavelengths.\textsuperscript{146,148}

As the upper panel of Fig. 6 shows, the H + CH$_3$(X) fragments display anisotropic, and TKER dependent, recoil velocity distributions.\textsuperscript{143,146} Such an observation is not without precedent. Similar behaviour has, for example, also been reported for the H + NH$_3$(X) fragments from UV photodissociation of NH$_3$,\textsuperscript{157} and the O + NO(X) fragments from photolysis of NO$_2$,\textsuperscript{158} and is a natural consequence of angular momentum conservation when, as here, the early time nuclear motions involve substantial motion transverse to the dissociation coordinate. Other striking aspects of the data shown in Fig. 6 include recognition that the decay of highly internally excited molecules formed by non-adiabatic coupling to the $S_0$ PES need not be ‘slow’, nor that the product branching ratios be anything like ‘statistical’, nor that the product recoil distributions be isotropic. In many of the cases considered in Sections 2.2 and 2.3, like ethene or benzene, the nuclear motions that facilitate IC to the $S_0$ state (e.g. torsion about the C=C bond, or ring puckering) are essentially orthogonal to the bond fission coordinates of interest. Thus the parent vibrational motions activated by coupling from the photoexcited
state to the $S_0$ state need to evolve (by IVR) before sufficient energy accumulates in any bond destined to break. This takes time, during which the molecule can sample much of the $S_0$ PES – as required for a ‘statistical’ fragmentation process. CH$_4$ illustrates the alternative behavioural extreme; non-adiabatic coupling via CI2, for example, involves passage through geometries that are on a clear path from the initial FC region on the $S_1$ PES to the H + CH$_3$(X) asymptote, and the fragmentation after IC can be as ‘direct’ and the product energy disposal as ‘dynamically-determined’ as any direct dissociation on a repulsive excited state PES.

**Higher alkanes.** Ethane is unique among the alkanes in that its electronic absorption spectrum, even at room temperature, shows resolved vibronic structure.\(^{147}\) Electronic structure calculations have attributed the progression of features centred at $\lambda \sim 135$ nm to transitions originating from the near degenerate 3a$^1$g and 1e$^1$g valence orbitals to orbitals with dominant 3p Rydberg character.\(^{159}\) Such an assignment accords with quantum defect considerations, given the ionisation potential established by very recent pulsed field ionisation studies of jet cooled ethane.\(^{160}\) The corresponding excitations to the 3s Rydberg state (including the analogue of the $S_1$–$S_0$ transition of CH$_4$) are predicted at lower excitation energies, and to be significant branching fractions and each with different associated energy accumulates in any bond destined to break.

An early photolysis study using the Xe resonance lines ($\lambda = 147.0$ and 129.5 nm) deduced the participation of (at least) three fragmentation pathways, two involving elimination of H$_2$ (with H$_2$CCH and H$_2$CCH$_2$ as the co-framents) and another yielding CH$_4$ + CH$_2$ products.\(^{161}\) As Fig. 5 shows, GRRM calculations identify suitable low-lying conical intersections between the $S_1$ and $S_0$ PESs of ethane to facilitate formation of each of these sets of products, plus another conical intersection consistent with direct C–H bond fission. H atom products have been reported following $\lambda = 121.6$ nm photolysis of both ethane and propane.\(^{162}\) The H atom velocity distributions determined in both cases appear very similar – isotropic, peaking at low TKER and with a weak tail extending to higher kinetic energies. These observations have been rationalised by invoking initial C–H bond fission, yielding a fast H atom along with an electronically excited R$^*$ (i.e. C$_2$H$_5^*$ or C$_3$H$_7^*$) fragment (analogous to the excited CH$_3^*$ product in Fig. 1(b)), followed by loss of a second (slow) H atom from the unimolecular decay of the primary R$^*$ fragment.\(^{162}\) Validation of this suggested mechanism by high level theory is still awaited.

The electronic absorption spectra of propane and of the larger alkanes all stretch to longer wavelengths; unlike ethane, there is no symmetry reason why excitation from the HOMO to the 3s Rydberg orbital should be forbidden in these higher alkanes. PTS studies following 157 nm photolysis of propane have identified H, H$_2$ and CH$_3$ loss channels, each with significant branching fractions and each with different associated kinetic energy releases.\(^{163}\) Experiments with selectively deuterated isotopomers revealed striking site specificities. Most of the H$_2$ photoproducts are eliminated from the central C atom, and recent trajectory surface hopping dynamics calculations suggest that the (much smaller) H$_2$ fractions attributed to 1,2- and 1,3-eliminations arise via ‘roaming’ mechanisms.\(^{164}\) The PTS experiments also suggest that most of the H atoms originate from the terminal CH$_2$ groups, though Wu et al.\(^{165}\) note that both three-body fragmentation channels and unintended secondary photolysis of the primary radical photofragments can complicate interpretation of the observed H atom signals. No CH$_4$ + C$_2$H$_2$ products were identified, despite this being the lowest energy product asymptote. Similarly detailed PTS studies of the H atom and H$_2$ products arising in the 157 nm photolysis of several larger straight-chain, branched-chain and cyclic alkanes have also been reported.\(^{165}\) PTS studies of the 157 nm photolysis of cyclopropane identify C$_2$H$_4$ + CH$_3$ as the dominant dissociation products, but also measure a significant (~14%) yield of H atoms that are thought to arise via synchronous loss of two H atoms.\(^{166}\) As with the $n$-alkanes, the H$_2$ yields from 157 nm photolysis of the branched chain and cyclic alkanes were found to gain in relative importance (cf. H atom loss) with increasing molecular size, hinting that the photodissociation dynamics of the larger alkanes is correlated with their flexibility and, in the cycloalkanes, with the ring strain. In all cases, neither the branching fractions nor the deduced translational energy disposals appear ‘statistical’ but, as the authors note, more theoretical investigations will be needed if we are to gain a detailed understanding of the fragmentation dynamics of these larger molecules.

**Substituted alkanes.** C–H bond fission has been reported following short wavelength photolysis of a number of substituted alkanes, including the alkyl halides CH$_3$I, CH$_3$Br and CH$_3$Cl at $\lambda = 157$ nm\(^{167,168}\) and at $\lambda = 121.6$ nm,\(^{169,170}\) and methanol at $\lambda = 121.6$ nm.\(^{171}\) The TKER distributions returned by the HRA-PTS studies\(^{170,171}\) show a fast component consistent with primary C–H (and O–H in the case of CH$_3$OH) bond fission and a (generally larger) slow component attributed to loss of two H atoms via a three-body fragmentation.

### 3. Hydrocarbon radicals

#### 3.1 Methyldyde (CH) and methylene (CH$_2$)

The CH radical is included here mainly for completeness; ref. 172 lists many of the prior experimental and theoretical studies of this radical. As Fig. 7(a) shows, repulsive PECs attributable to $\sigma^* \leftrightarrow \sigma$ and/or $\sigma^* \leftrightarrow n$ excitations correlate to the H + C($^3P$) and H + C($^3D$) limits; wavelength dependent photodissociation cross-sections have been calculated for incorporation in astrophysical chemistry modelling.\(^{173}\)

The photodissociation of CH$_3$ radicals has also been investigated theoretically.\(^{174-178}\) The ground state of CH$_3$ has $^3\Sigma^-$ symmetry when linear, which reduces to $^2B_1$ at its bent equilibrium geometry. As Fig. 8 shows, in the linear limit, the ground state of CH$_3$ correlates with excited products (H + CH($^3\Sigma^-$)) upon extending $R_{C-H}$, while the first excited triplet state (the $^3\Pi$ state formed by a $3s/\sigma^* \leftrightarrow n$ electron promotion) correlates with ground state (H + CH(X$^2\Pi$)) products. The degeneracy of the $^3\Lambda'$ and $^3\Lambda''$ components of the $^3\Pi$ state is lifted upon HCH angle bending. The $^3\Lambda'$ PEC is relatively insensitive to $\angle$ HCH, but the
crossing between the ground $^3\Sigma^-$ and $^3\Pi(A')$ PECs develops into a conical intersection at extended $R_{C-H}$. The singlet PECs are more sensitive to changes in $\angle HCH$. Bending causes the first excited $^1D$ state to split into its $^1A_0$ ($a'1A_1$ at $C_{2v}$) and $^1A_00$ ($b'1B_1$) components. Both interact strongly with the corresponding $^1A_0$ and $^1A_00$ components of the repulsive $^1P$ ($3s/s^*\pi$) state, with the result that both correlate adiabatically with ground state $H + CH(X)$ products.

In terms of parent → product correlations, the lowest triplet and singlet states of the CH$_2$ radical show parallels with those for the analogous (singlet) states of H$_2$O or H$_2$S. Long wavelength excitation to the $^3A_0$ state of CH$_2$ can be expected to yield CH(X) radicals with modest internal excitation – as observed for the case of 193 nm photolysis of the CH$_2(X)$ products arising in the near UV photolysis of H$_2$CCO. Relative to H$_2$O or H$_2$S, CH$_3(X)$ has an equilibrium bond angle much closer to 180°, so one can predict that molecules excited to the $^3\Pi(A')$ state will also be likely to funnel through the conical intersection at linear geometries and dissociate to H + CH(X) products. CH$_2$ radicals photoexcited from the lowest singlet ($a'\tilde{e}$) state will likely yield these products also, but analogy with H$_2$O or H$_2$S suggests that the resulting CH(X) fragments will be highly rotationally excited – given the large change in bond angle from the initial state ($\angle HCH = 102^\circ$) required to reach the conical intersection at linear geometries and extended $R_{C-H}$.

### 3.2 Alkyl radicals

**Methyl.** In contrast to CH and CH$_2$, experimental studies have made substantial contributions to our knowledge of the UV photodissociation of methyl (CH$_3$) radicals. The first excited state of CH$_3$ (which has $^2A_1'$ symmetry and is traditionally labelled as the B state) is populated by promoting an electron from the singly occupied molecular orbital, the non-bonding carbon 2p$_z$ orbital (n), to an orbital that is best viewed as a Rydberg in the FC region but gains increasing $\sigma^*$ bonding character upon extending one C–H bond. The CH$_3(B\tilde{e})$ absorption shows poorly resolved rovibronic structure, which is sharper in CD$_3$. Photoexcitation within this band results in bond fission, yielding H(D) atoms together with CH$_2$CD$_2$ fragments. The atomic fragments show an anisotropic (perpendicular) recoil velocity distribution – consistent with the B–X parent transition assignment (i.e. the H(D) atoms recoil in the plane perpendicular to the parent transition moment, which is aligned along the $C_3$ axis) and the short excited state lifetime (~60 fs in the case of CH$_3$). As Fig. 9(a) shows, excitation of the CH$_3(B\tilde{e})$ origin transition (at $\lambda = 216$ nm) yields CH$_2$ fragments in their first excited $^3\tilde{A}_1$ state (the lowest energy singlet state) with little rovibrational excitation. Such an outcome matches theoretical expectations. As Fig. 7(b) showed, the ground state of the CH$_3$ radical correlates with H + CH$_2(X)$ products. The other parent state correlating to this lowest dissociation asymptote is a repulsive quartet state. The B state of CH$_3$ correlates with H + CH$_2(a'\tilde{A}_1)$ products (consistent with the experimental observation) and the very specific product energy disposal implies negligible non-adiabatic coupling...
between the B and X state PESs in the regions of configuration space sampled during the dissociation process. But, tuning to somewhat higher excitation energies, the H atoms formed following (two photon) excitation to the 3p state, somewhat higher excitation energies, the H atoms formed during the dissociation process. But, tuning to even beyond the upper limit allowed by energy conservation, even when assuming ground state CH2(X) and CH2(X) photoionization laser radiation (shown alongside), (b) C2H6 at \( \lambda = 245 \) nm, (c) n-C3H7 at \( \lambda = 245 \) nm and (d) n-C5H11 at \( \lambda = 240 \) nm. (Adapted from ref. 185, 188, 195 and 197, respectively.)

This very different energy disposal has been rationalised in terms of a sequence of non-adiabatic couplings that allow access to, and eventual dissociation on, the ground state PES.185,187

Larger alkyl radicals. The analogous 3s/\( \sigma^* \)→n transition in the ethyl radical (C2H5) manifests as a broad, structureless absorption centred at \( \sim 245 \) nm. The H atoms from C2H5 photolysis within this band display a bimodal TKER distribution (Fig. 9(b)), with a fast component exhibiting (preferential) parallel recoil anisotropy, and a broad isotropic component peaking at low TKER.188,189 Such observations are broadly in accord with previous theoretical predictions that C–H bond fission following excitation to the \( \tilde{A}^2\tilde{A} \) state in larger alkyl radicals (the analogue of the B state of CH3) could occur both directly – as in CH4, but to relatively much more stable (H + C2H4) products in this case – and indirectly, following non-adiabatic coupling to the ground state via one or more of the conical intersections linking the parent A and X state PESs at distorted geometries.186,190 Questions remain, however. Analog with methyl (Fig. 7(b)) suggests that the PES associated with 3s/\( \sigma^* \)→n electron promotion should correlate to H + \( ^1\text{CH}_3\text{CH} \) (i.e. methyl carbene (ethyldiene)) products, the latter of which can isomerise to the minimum energy ground state structure (ethene), but theory190,191 shows that the problem needs to be treated in higher dimensionality and that H atom ejection is preceded by H atom migration to a bridged excited state structure. Neither the H/D branching ratios measured when photolyzing partially deuterated ethyl radicals at \( \lambda = 250 \) nm nor the deduced production rate of the low TKER H/D atom products accord with expectations based on ‘statistical’ unimolecular decay from highly vibrationally excited ground state radicals.189 Direct dynamics calculations have variously suggested roles for a minor channel leading to electronically excited triplet C2H4(\( \tilde{A}^3\tilde{B}_1 \)) + H products,192 and for a roaming channel leading to H2 + C2H3 products. These C2H3 products are then proposed to release an H atom, which could offer a possible rationale for the reported slow build-up rate of the atomic products,193 though it is difficult to reconcile the observed H atom velocity distribution with such a mechanism.194 Finally, we note that C–C bond fission is also thermodynamically allowed when exciting in this wavelength range, but we are not aware of any reports of such product formation.

The UV absorption spectra of the n- and iso-propyl radicals mimic that of the ethyl radical, as do the TKER spectra returned by HRA-PTS studies of these radicals at various wavelengths in the range 230 \( \leq \lambda \leq 260 \) nm.195 The TKER spectra are bimodal, as shown for the case of the n-propyl radical in Fig. 9(c), with fast (anisotropic, particularly in the case of n-propyl) and slow (isotropic) components. Again, the product TKER distributions stretch to much higher values than in the case of methyl radical photodissociation, reflecting the much greater relative stability of the H + alkene (cf. H + carbene) product pair.195 Experiments involving partially deuterated propyl radicals show site-specific loss of the \( \beta \) H atom, confirming conclusions reached in earlier studies of the relative H and D atom yields following 248 nm photolysis of (selectively deuterated) n-propyl radicals formed by 222 nm photolysis of the corresponding bromopropane.196 Again, the measured velocity distributions imply two dissociation pathways leading to the H + alkene (propene, in this case) products: one, wherein the photoexcited n(3s/\( \sigma^* \)) state radicals evolve directly to ground state fragments, the other, indirect, involving unimolecular decay after non-adiabatic coupling to high vibrational levels of the ground state. The thermodynamic threshold for C–C bond fission in n-propyl (to CH3 + C2H4 products) lies below that for C–H bond fission but there do not yet appear to be any studies reporting formation of such C–C bond fission products. Very similar PTS data has been reported for the H + C5H10 products from photolysis of the n-pentyl radical at wavelengths in the range 236 \( \leq \lambda \leq 254 \) nm,197 as illustrated in Fig. 9(d).
C–C bond fission is a significant contributor following UV photodissociation of 1-butyl radicals, however. The relative stabilisation of this radical by the pendant methyl groups is reflected in the lowering of its ionisation potential (6.87 eV\textsuperscript{198} cf. 9.84 eV for CH\textsubscript{3}\textsuperscript{199}) and of the energies of the associated excitations to Rydberg states. The UV absorption spectrum of the 1-butyl radical shows well separated bands centred at \( \lambda \sim 333, 253 \) and 233 nm that have been assigned to, respectively, 3s/\( \sigma^* \)-\( \pi \), 3p-\( \pi \) and 3d-\( \pi \) excitations.\textsuperscript{200} Time resolved photoelectron spectroscopy data obtained following excitation at \( \lambda = 330 \) and 266 nm were interpreted as implying an important role for excited state C–C bond extension,\textsuperscript{201} but PTS measurements were required to confirm the importance of both C–C and C–H bond fission pathways (yielding CH\textsubscript{3} + CH\textsubscript{2}CCH\textsubscript{3} and H + (CH\textsubscript{3})\textsubscript{2}CCH\textsubscript{2} products, respectively) following excitation at \( \lambda = 248 \) nm. Neither product TKER distribution nor the deduced product branching fraction approximate that expected on the basis of ‘statistical’ dissociation on the ground state PES\textsuperscript{202} and later ion imaging studies\textsuperscript{194} confirmed that the H atom photoproducts from photolysis at wavelengths within all three of these UV absorption bands display bimodal velocity distributions reminiscent of those from photolysis of the smaller alkyl radicals. All of these data imply a substantial role for excited state C–H bond fission processes following UV photodissociation of alkyl radicals.

**Substituted alkyl (and related) radicals.** The singly occupied molecular orbital in the ground state of the hydroxymethyl (CH\textsubscript{2}OH) radical is traditionally viewed as a \( \tau_{CD}^* \) orbital\textsuperscript{203,204} but, for simplicity, we persist with the \( n \) descriptor. The UV absorption spectrum of CH\textsubscript{2}OH shows a broad feature spanning the range 380 \( \geq \lambda \geq 220 \) nm, assigned to electron promotion from this orbital to a carbon centred 3s orbital, along with sharper structure attributable to 3p\( _x \)-\( \pi \) and 3p\( _z \)-\( \pi \) excitations (with respective origins at \( \lambda \sim 285 \) nm and \( \sim 244 \) nm). The breadth of the 3s-\( \pi \) absorption is attributable to substantial 3s/\( \tau_{CD}^* \)\textsuperscript{205} valence mixing. H atom photoproducts are observed following excitation at all wavelengths within this range. Experiments with selectively deuterated hydroxymethyl radicals reveal O–H but no C–H bond fission (yielding formaldehyde as the molecular partner) at the longest excitation wavelengths. The H + HCHO products display a bimodal energy disposal. Most of the HCHO products are vibrationally (in the\( C=O \) stretch mode) and translationally excited, with an anisotropic recoil velocity distribution (\( \beta \sim -0.7 \), but a smaller fraction of the products shows much less translational and higher (undefined) internal excitation.\textsuperscript{206}

All these products arise via non-adiabatic coupling at a conical intersection between the excited \( ^2A'(\tau n3s/\sigma^*) \) and ground (\( ^1A' \)) PESs at extended R\textsubscript{O-H} bond lengths. Molecules that pass through this conical intersection upon increasing R\textsubscript{O-H} are proposed to dissociate directly, yielding the translationally excited products. Conversely, dissociating molecules that initially follow the adiabatic path at the conical intersection have insufficient energy to access the H + HCHO(\( ^1A' \)) limit, resample the region of conical intersection, couple to the ground state and eventually dissociate to yield the more internally excited, less translationally excited products.\textsuperscript{205} Fragmentations yielding both trans- and cis-HCHO products from photoinduced C–H bond fissions are identified with increasing (but still small) relative yields once above their respective formation threshold energies.\textsuperscript{206,207} The measured energy disposals suggest that these HCHO products also arise from the decay of internally excited ground state CH\textsubscript{2}OH radicals formed via non-adiabatic coupling at the \( ^2A'/^1A' \) conical intersection in the R\textsubscript{O-H} stretch coordinate.

The fragmentation dynamics of the CH\textsubscript{2}OH radical change markedly when exciting at energies in the region of the 3p\( _z \) and 3p\( _x \) Rydberg states. Now the excitation energies exceed the H + HCHO(\( ^3A_2 \)) dissociation limit, and an additional slow H atom yield is identified consistent with fragmentations that follow this adiabatic route past the \( ^2A'/^1A' \) conical intersection at extended R\textsubscript{O-H}. The HCHO/HCHO product yield ratio increases when exciting on 3p\( _z \)-\( \pi \) resonances, the (higher energy) cis-isomer is the favoured HCOH product, and the deduced energy disposal in the HCHO products is isomer-dependent and clearly non-statistical.\textsuperscript{207} These findings have been rationalised by assuming initial excitation to both the \( ^3A' \) (3p\( _x \)) and \( ^2A' \) (3s) Rydberg states, the former of which can decay by passage through successive conical intersections in the R\textsubscript{O-H} stretch coordinate en route to both cis- and trans-HCHO products in their respective ground states.\textsuperscript{208}

The corresponding 3s-\( \pi \) absorption of the 1-hydroxymethyl (CH\textsubscript{2}CHOH) radical extends to \( \lambda > 500 \) nm. As with the CH\textsubscript{2}OH radical, studies involving selectively deuterated precursors and long excitation wavelengths identify O–H bond fission (leading to fast H atoms with an anisotropic recoil velocity distribution along with CH\textsubscript{2}CHO co-products) as the exclusive fragmentation channel, and theory\textsuperscript{209} has again identified a conical intersection between the \( ^2A' (\tau n3s/\sigma^*) \) and \( ^1A' \) (ground state) PESs in the R\textsubscript{O-H} stretch coordinate that successfully explains this observation. A second, slow component apparent in the H atom velocity distributions measured following excitation at \( \lambda \leq 320 \) nm has been attributed to the onset of rival C–H bond fission yielding vinyl alcohol (enol) partner fragments.\textsuperscript{210}

The methoxy (CH\textsubscript{3}O) radical is an isomer of hydroxymethyl. C–O bond fission is the dominant outcome following photoexcitation of CH\textsubscript{3}O radicals in the wavelength range 282 \( \geq \lambda \geq 267 \) nm\textsuperscript{211} and we have not found any reports of C–H bond fission following UV photoexcitation of CH\textsubscript{3}O. The photodissociation of ethoxy (C\textsubscript{2}H\textsubscript{5}O) radicals and their deuterated analogues has been investigated, however, by PTS methods at three wavelengths within the range 208 \( \leq \lambda \leq 240 \) nm, revealing the operation of three dissociation channels – yielding H + CH\textsubscript{3}CHO, CH\textsubscript{3} + HCHO and OH + C\textsubscript{2}H\textsubscript{4} products – with roughly equal probabilities.\textsuperscript{212} The product branching ratios, their respective TKER distributions, and the anisotropic recoil velocity distribution of, particularly, the OH + C\textsubscript{2}H\textsubscript{4} products all suggest a non-statistical fragmentation process and that the necessary isomerisation to CH\textsubscript{3}CH\textsubscript{2}OH prior to OH loss probably occurs on an excited state PES.\textsuperscript{211} Photodetachment of the ethoxide anion at \( \lambda = 388 \) nm yields ethoxy radicals, in both the \( \tilde{X}A' \) and first excited \( \tilde{A}^2A' \) states. A fraction of these radicals are formed
with sufficient internal energy to fragment, yielding CH₃ + HCHO products only. C–H bond fission would be possible on energetic grounds, but is not observed.

Turning to the sulfur analogues, C–S bond fission has been observed following excitation of the thiomethoxy (CH₃S) radical in the wavelength range 360 ≥ λ ≥ 340 nm and at λ = 219 nm. C–H bond fission has also been recognised following excitation of CH₃S radicals in the ranges 213 ≤ λ ≤ 220 nm and 344 ≤ λ ≤ 362 nm. The co-fragment in both cases is H₂CS, and dissociation in the latter case is assumed to occur after IC to the ground electronic state (which, in this scenario, must occur in competition with the excited state predissociation to CH₃ + S fragments).

3.3 Unsatuated aliphatic radicals (and related species)

Ethynyl. The ground (3Σ⁺) and low lying first excited (1Π) states of the C₂H radical both have linear equilibrium geometries, while the next excited doublet state (the B′A′ state, formed by π∗→π excitation) is bent, with relatively extended C–C and C–H bond lengths. Laser induced fluorescence measurements of the B–X system and of the B state fluorescence lifetimes return an upper limit value for Dᵣ(CC–H) ≤ 39 388 ± 7 cm⁻¹, which is lower than that of the analogous C–H bond in acetylene (Dᵣ(HCC–H) = 46 074 ± 8 cm⁻¹ (ref. 15)). The fastest H atoms evident in early PTS studies of C₂H₂ at λ = 193 nm can be attributed to secondary photolysis of the nascent C₂H radicals, and ab initio calculations of the PESs for the ground and first few excited states of C₂H along Rₐ(C–H) provide some rationale for the spread of electronic states in which the resulting C₂ products are observed.

Propargyl and its fragmentation products. The propargyl (H₂CCC) radical is the most stable C₃H₂ species and the dominant molecular fragment in the UV photolysis of C–H bond fission of propyne (and allene), as described in Section 2.1. The propargyl radical shows a broad UV absorption peaking at λ ~ 242 nm, and PTS studies have explored the dissociation dynamics of this radical following excitation at one (242 nm) or several wavelengths within this band. These studies confirm C–H bond fission as the dominant dissociation channel, and that fragmentation occurs following IC to high vibrational levels of the ground state. The identity of the C₂H₂ fragments has not been established definitively; the most transitionally excited products imply some formation of the lowest energy cyclopropenylidene (c-C₃H₂) isomer, but RRKM calculations have suggested that the quasi-linear triplet propargylene (HCCCH) has a triplet ground state. Anion photodetachment spectroscopy has revealed two low-lying singlet excited states, and confirmed the lower of two triplet excited states identified in earlier matrix isolation spectroscopy studies (with absorption maxima at λ ~ 300 nm and ~ 245 nm).

Ion imaging studies of the H atoms formed following λ = 250 nm photolysis of propargylene biradicals return an isotropic velocity distribution peaking at low kinetic energies reminiscent of that found in many other systems where dissociation occurs after IC to the ground state PES. In this case, however, complementary non-adiabatic surface hopping calculations suggest that dissociations from excited triplet states also contribute to the measured dissociation yield.

The two carbene isomers, propadienylidene (H₂CCC) and cyclopropenylidene (c-C₃H₂), both have singlet ground states. Features attributable to vibrational levels of the second excited singlet (S₂ or B′B₁) state of c-C₃H₂ have been identified by resonance enhanced multiphoton ionization (REMPI) studies at λ ~ 270 nm. Ultrafast pump–probe ion yield studies and ab initio dynamics simulations both imply fast (<1 ps) non-adiabatic coupling to the S₁ state and thence to the S₀ state, yielding H atoms with a kinetic energy distribution consistent with that expected from the statistical decay of vibrationally excited ground state C₂H₂ radicals. The calculations suggest that the majority co-fragment is c-C₃H, but also reveal some propensity for ring-opening. Time resolved ion yield studies reveal similarly fast excited state decay when exciting the H₂CCC isomer at λ ~ 250 nm (to its S₁ or C′A′ state) and the measured Doppler profiles of the H atom fragments are again consistent with IC and subsequent unimolecular decay of vibrationally ‘hot’ S₀ species.

Vinyl, allyl and heavier homologues. Vinyl (C₂H₃) radicals are formed in the UV photolysis of ethene and vinyl halides. The electronic absorption spectrum of the vinyl radical shows a structured A–X band spanning the region 360–500 nm, attributed to an n→π* promotion, and a more intense, unstructured B–X (π*→π) absorption centred at λ ~ 230 nm. The lowest energy dissociation limit (yielding H + C₂H₂ products) lies at ~12 000 cm⁻¹. Only the ground state of C₂H₃ correlates diabatically with H + C₂H₂(X) products. However, the measured lifetimes of the lowest vibrational levels of the A′A′ state are just a few ps (and these lifetimes decrease further with increasing energy), pointing to the presence of efficient non-adiabatic coupling routes to the ground state PES. Ion imaging studies of the H atom products formed following excitation to several low lying vibrational levels of the C₂H₃(A′) state confirmed C₂H₂ production and HRA-PTS experiments at λ = 366.2 nm and λ = 327.4 nm showed that the C₂H₂ products are formed with an inverted vibrational population distribution (in the C≡C stretch mode (ν₁), with or without one quantum of the bending mode (ν₂ or ν₃)). The H atom co-fragments associated with these two progressions of peaks show, respectively, preferential parallel and perpendicular recoil anisotropies. Ab initio electronic structure plus dynamics calculations identify various non-adiabatic pathways by which photoexcited A state radicals can return to the ground state, the lowest energy of which is promoted by nuclear motions consistent with the vibrational activity observed in the products.
Vinyl radical photodissociation has also been investigated at \( \lambda = 243.2 \) nm, by imaging the H atom products. Excitation at this wavelength populates the \( B^2\Delta^r \) excited state, at energies above the thresholds for forming an H atom with the vinylidene (H\(_2\),CC) radical or with C\(_2\)H\(_2\) in its lowest triplet excited state. Image analysis suggests that the former (or, possibly, C\(_2\)H\(_2\) molecules with internal energies sufficient that interconversion between the H\(_2\),CC and H\(_2\)C\(_2\)CH geometries is facile) is the major molecular photoproduct.\(^{234}\)

The C\(_2\)H\(_3\) radical exists as four isomers: 1-propenyl (CH\(_2\)CH\(_2\)CH\(_3\)), 2-propenyl (CH\(_2=CH\)CH\(_2\)CH\(_3\)), cyclo-propyl (c-C\(_3\)H\(_5\)) and allyl (CH\(_2=CH\)CH\(_2\)CH\(_3\)). The two propenyl isomers are simply \( \beta \)- and \( \alpha \)-CH\(_3\) substituted vinyl radicals. Theory predicts that both will show a similar pattern of excited valence states to that of the allyl radical.\(^{240}\) PTS studies following excitation of 1-propenyl radicals in the range 224 \( \leq \lambda \leq \lambda \leq 248 \) nm reveal the formation of H atom products with recoil velocity distributions that are consistent with unimolecular decay to H + C\(_2\)H\(_4\) products following IC to the ground state.\(^{241}\) Accompanying quasi-classical trajectory calculations suggest propyne as the dominant C\(_2\)H\(_4\) product, but also suggest that C–C bond fission (yielding CH\(_3\) + C\(_2\)H\(_2\) products) is the dominant decay path for the vibrationally 'hot' ground state radicals – in accord with conclusions reached in earlier PTS studies of the \( \lambda = 193 \) nm photolysis of the 1-propenyl radical products from photodissociation of cis-1-bromopropene.\(^{242}\)

Allyl is the simplest hydrocarbon radical with a conjugated \( \pi \)-electron system and, as such, has long been viewed as a benchmark system – for experiment and theory. The allyl radical exhibits diffuse banded absorption in the 410–370 nm region and another UV absorption centred at \( \lambda \sim 225 \) nm, and excitations attributed to 3s and 3p Rydberg states have been identified by REMPI spectroscopy.\(^{243}\) PTS studies following excitation at \( \lambda = 351 \) nm and at \( \lambda = 248 \) nm identified C–H bond fission as the dominant decay channel at both wavelengths,\(^{244}\) with a minor (~5%) contribution from C–C bond fission at \( \lambda = 248 \) nm.\(^{245}\)

Trajectory calculations, run on an \( \textit{ab initio} \) calculated ground state PES at a total energy appropriate for 248 nm photon absorption, reproduce the observed dominance of C–H bond fission and predict allene as the major C\(_2\)H\(_4\) product\(^{246}\) – in accord with the conclusions reached by measuring relative H/D atom yields following photoexcitation of strategically deuterated allyl radicals at \( \lambda = 248.2 \) nm.\(^{247}\) Different mechanisms have been proposed as contributors to the observed (minor) yield of C–C bond fission products following excitation at \( \lambda = 248 \) nm – with both C\(_2\)H\(_2\) and H\(_2\),CC (vinylidene) identified as partners to the CH\(_2\) co-fragment.\(^{248}\) HRA-PTS studies of the H atom products formed following excitation of allyl to the \( B^2\Delta^r(3s) \), \( C^2\Pi_3(3p) \) and \( \tilde{E}^2\Sigma_0^+(3p) \) excited states (at various wavelengths in the range 216 \( \leq \lambda \leq 248 \) nm) serve to reinforce the conclusion that dissociation occurs after IC to the ground state PES.\(^{249}\) Femtosecond time resolved photoelectron imaging studies of 2-methylallyl radicals following photoexcitation at various wavelengths in the range 236 \( \leq \lambda \leq 241 \) nm similarly conclude that the excited state population undergoes rapid IC to the ground state PES.\(^{250}\)

Studies of the 248 nm photolysis of cyclopentadienyl radicals have identified two major fragmentation channels yielding, respectively, C\(_2\)H\(_4\) + C\(_2\)H\(_2\) and H + C\(_2\)H\(_4\) products with the latter product identified as the ethynylallene isomer.\(^{251}\) Once again, the deduced product branching ratio and the respective product energy disposals are broadly consistent with fragmentation occurring after IC to the ground state PES.

**Substituted unsaturated aliphatic radicals.** Relating O with CH\(_2\), the formyl (HCO), acetyl (CH\(_3\),CO) and vinyl (CH\(_2\),CHO) radicals are iso-electronic with, respectively, the vinyl, 2-propenyl and allyl radicals. The \( \tilde{X} \) and \( \tilde{A} \) states of the HCO radical are a Renner–Teller pair,\(^{252}\) the H–CO bond is weak (\( \rho \tilde{H}(\text{HCO}) = 5083 \pm 8 \) cm\(^{-1} \)) and the photodissociation dynamics following excitation at visible wavelengths have been explored by measuring linewidths of the predissociating parent resonances,\(^{253}\) the energy disposal in the resulting CO products,\(^{254}\) the recoil anisotropies of the H and CO photofragments,\(^{255}\) and by velocity map imaging\(^{256}\) and HRA-PTS studies\(^{257}\) of the H atom products. The last of these studies provides a particularly clear illustration of quantum interference effects in the decay of vibronically state selected HCOA radicals to H + CO(X,\( \nu_1 \)) products.\(^{258}\) Studies of the energy disposal in the CO products from predissociation of vibrationally state selected HCO(X) radicals (formed by stimulated emission pumping via the \( \tilde{B} \) state) have also been reported.\(^{259}\) The photochemistry of the acetyl radical has received much less attention, but it too shows a broad visible absorption.\(^{260}\) Theory confirms the low barrier to H\(_2\),C–CO bond fission,\(^{261}\) but the Doppler broadened lineshapes of the H/D atom photofragments measured following (multiphoton) 243 nm excitation of acetone, acetaldehyde and acetic acid have been taken as evidence of (one photon induced) C–H bond fission of the primary acetyl radical photoproducts.\(^{262}\)

H + CH\(_3\),CO (and CH\(_3\) + CO) products have been found following preparation of B state vinoxy (CH\(_2\),CHO) radicals by photodetachment of the vinoxide anion at \( \lambda = 347 \) nm.\(^{263}\) These same product pairs were also identified from the unimolecular decay of highly internally excited vinoxy radicals formed in the photolysis of chloroacetalddehyde at \( \lambda = 193 \) nm (for \( \lambda = 193 \) nm) and \( \lambda = 157 \) nm.\(^{264}\) Again, IC to the ground state PES was assumed to precede fragmentation, and theory has identified conical intersections that could facilitate non-adiabatic transfer between the \( \tilde{B} \), \( \tilde{A} \) and \( \tilde{X} \) state PESs.\(^{265}\) A similar fragmentation mechanism has been invoked to account for the (dominant) CH\(_3\) + CH\(_2\),CO and (minor) C\(_2\)H\(_4\) + CO product yields and TKE distributions observed when exciting 1– (or i-)methyl-vinoxy (CH\(_3\),COCH\(_2\)) radicals at \( \lambda = 225, 248 \), and 308 nm.\(^{266}\)

The methylene amidogen (H\(_2\),CN) radical is also iso-electronic with the vinyl radical. TOF measurements of the H atoms formed following photoexcitation of H\(_2\),CN in the range 274 \( \leq \lambda \leq \lambda \leq 288 \) nm reveal a near isotropic recoil velocity distribution and that most of the energy above that required for C–H bond fission is partitioned into internal energy of the HCN co-fragment.\(^{267}\)

\textit{Ab initio} theory confirms that the photoprepared \( \tilde{B}^2\Delta^r \) state of H\(_2\),CN correlates with an excited state of HCN and that the observed fragmentation proceeds \textit{via} non-adiabatic coupling to the ground state PES.\(^{268}\)

### 3.4 Phenyl, benzyl and larger aromatic radicals

As noted in Section 2.3, deep-UV photolysis of benzene yields vibrationally excited phenyl (C\(_6\),H\(_5\)) radicals that can spontaneously
decay to yield another H atom and a C₆H₄ (o-benzene) fragment. HRA-PTS studies following photolysis of jet-cooled C₆H₅ radicals in the range 215 ≤ λ ≤ 268 nm – within the B'A₁−X'A₁ (π* ← π) absorption system – return isotropic velocity distributions and H atom production rates compatible with C−H bond fission and formation of o-C₆H₄ products after IC to the ground state PES. Further support for such a fragmentation mechanism is provided by traditional PTS studies at 193 nm, which identify a (minor) channel yielding C₂H₂ (along with n-C₆H₄) products in addition to one or more channels yielding H atom products. Theory suggests that the molecular fragments, and part of the H atom yield formed at these short excitation wavelengths, arise from the unimolecular decay after ring-opening on the ground state PES.

Such behaviour, i.e. non-adiabatic coupling to, and subsequent fragmentation on the ground state PES to yield products with branching ratios and energy dispositions that are broadly consistent with statistical models of unimolecular decay, appears to be the ‘usual’ fate of aryl radicals following UV excitation. For example, PTS studies of photodissociation of o-benzyl (C₆H₅CH₃) radicals following excitation in the range 228 ≤ λ ≤ 270 nm and at λ = 248 nm identify C−H bond fission as the dominant decay path (with fulveneallene as the predominant co-fragment), with a minor contribution from the rival CH₃ + benzyne product channel. Ion imaging studies of the H atoms formed by photolysis of o- and p-xyl radicals at wavelengths λ ≈ 310 nm and ~250 nm are similarly consistent with C−H bond fission after IC to the ground state PES. These data all serve to illustrate the extent of isomerisation (ring opening and H atom transfer) that is required after accessing the ground state PES in order to sample the lowest energy fragmentation pathways. But these studies also return H atom formation rates that, whilst still slow, are considerably (one or more orders of magnitude) faster than predicted by RRKM calculations for the fully thermalized ground state radical at the relevant excitation energy.

Might this be a hint that, even in these larger radicals and over these longer timescales, the decay of the ‘hot’ ground state species is influenced by the dynamical process(es) by which they are formed? In terms of energy disposal at least, this photophysical behaviour appears to extend to heteroaryl radicals also. The o-phenyl radical is isoemeric with phenyl, and the recoil velocity distributions of the H atoms formed following excitation of o-phenyl radicals in the range 224 ≤ λ ≤ 246 nm are consistent with C−H bond fission (yielding cyanovinyl-acetylene co-fragments) after IC and isomerisation initiated by ring-opening at the C−N bond. Similar data has been reported (and similar conclusions reached) for the photodissociation of m-phenyl radicals following excitation at similar UV wavelengths.

4. Conclusions

Experiment and theory are now revealing many details of the rich photochemistry displayed by hydrocarbon molecules. The UV absorption spectra of the smaller alkynes show resolvable fine structure at long wavelengths, reflecting the fact that the lowest levels of the first 1ππ* states of these molecules lie below the threshold energy for C−H bond fission. Molecules excited to such levels fluoresce. C−H bond fission sets in upon tuning to higher energies, however, initially by coupling to one or more of the 1ππ* PESs that correlate to the lowest dissociation products. At yet shorter excitation wavelengths, this ISC channel is overtaken by a 1ππ*–π* state mediated C−H bond fission channel, reminiscent of that identified in numerous molecules containing X−H (X = heteroatom) bonds.

The studies of alkenes reported to date reveal very different photofragmentation behaviour. The first excited states again arise via π* ← π transitions, but the electron promotion drives torsional motion about what (hitherto) was the C−C bond and facilitates efficient non-adiabatic coupling to the S₀ state. This accounts for the near ubiquitous finding that the photofragmentation of alkenes can be rationalised in terms of the unimolecular decay of highly internally excited S₀ molecules. The singlet state formed by 3s/σ* → σ* excitation in ethene correlates diabatically with electronically excited C₂H₄ fragments, so any potential rival 1ππ*–π* state mediated C−H bond fission channel in alkenes would likely only reveal itself at shorter excitation wavelengths than investigated thus far. Similar considerations apply in the case of the aromatic molecules studied to date, though ISC provides a (relatively) more important non-radiative decay path when exciting at UV wavelengths.

Turning now to the alkanes, the recent studies of methane photophysics conclude that dissociation also occurs after efficient non-adiabatic coupling to the S₀ state. However, at least in the case of CH₄, the nuclear motions that promote the non-adiabatic coupling are closely aligned to the eventual fragmentation coordinate and an IC-driven dissociation thus has many of the dynamical hallmarks traditionally associated with a direct dissociation occurring on a repulsive excited state PES.

Extending such photodynamical studies to larger hydrocarbons will be challenging. These molecules contain just C and H atoms, and multiple C−C and C−H bonds. The parent molecules, and the radical products from C−H bond fission, can often exist in several isomeric forms. Products from the decay of hot S₀ molecules are often formed with sufficient internal energy that they can undergo further unimolecular decay (i.e. a triple fragmentation process viewed from the perspective of the photoexcited parent molecule). The primary radical products are also prone to unintended secondary photolysis. Any such secondary dissociation products add to, and potentially confuse the interpretation of, the measured velocity distributions and the yields of the lighter fragments (e.g. H atoms, H₂ molecules, etc.) that are typically most accessible to experimental study. Such challenges are also present when investigating hydrocarbon radicals, and are compounded by the need to produce a sufficient dense, pure and internally cold source of the radical.

We note some generic thermochemical and spectroscopic differences between hydrocarbon radicals and molecules. The C−H bonds in a hydrocarbon radical (R) are generally ‘weaker’ than those in the corresponding closed shell hydrocarbon precursor (RH), but the extent of the weakening can be very
system dependent. For example, as shown in Section 3.3, \( D_0(\text{CC–H}) \) is \( \sim 85\% \) that of \( D_0(\text{HCC–H}) \), whereas the \( \beta \) C–H bond dissociation energy in the vinyl radical is only \( \sim 30\% \) that of a C–H bond in ethene. The experimental bond dissociation energies reflect not just the intrinsic ‘strength’ of the C–H bond of interest, but also the additional stabilization or destabilization of the dissociation products. The big difference in the latter case can be traced to the facts that (i) C–H bond fission in the vinyl radical generates an additional \( \pi \) bond upon forming the product \( (\text{C}_2\text{H}_3) \) and (ii) the C–H bonds in \( (\text{C}_2\text{H}_3) \) are stronger due to the sp hybridization. The ground state hydrocarbon radicals have a partially filled HOMO. Electron promotions from (and to) this orbital typically support more valence excited states than in the corresponding closed shell RH molecule.

Further, this odd electron will generally have a lower binding energy than that of the electrons in the HOMO of the RH molecule. Thus, the first ionization potential of R will be below that of RH and, more significantly from the viewpoint of the UV spectroscopy, so too will be the energies of the Rydberg states converging to this limit.

This offers one crumb of comfort to those exploring the photofragmentation of hydrocarbon radicals. In many cases, the products from photoinduced C–H bond fission in a hydrocarbon radical will be a closed shell molecule – and thus immune to unintended photochemistry at the UV wavelengths under investigation. Based on the limited available data, the alkyl radicals stand out from most of the other hydrocarbon radicals considered in this study – by yielding some C–H bond fission products from photoinduced C–H bond fission in a hydrocarbon radical will be a closed shell molecule – and thus immune to unintended photochemistry at the UV wavelengths under investigation.

The ground state minimum energy geometries were optimised using Muller–Plesset second order perturbation theory (MP2)\(^{277}\) coupled to Dunning’s cc-pVDZ basis set.\(^ {278}\) Unrelaxed, rigid-body potential energy profiles were constructed using complete-active space second order perturbation theory (CASPT2),\(^ {279,280}\) coupled to Dunning’s aug-cc-pVDZ basis set. The CASPT2 calculations were based on a state-averaged complete-active space self-consistent field (SA-CASSCF) reference wavefunction. An imaginary level shift of 0.5 \( E_0 \) was used to aid convergence and to mitigate intruder state effects.

The active space used was species specific. \( C_{2n} \) symmetry and a full-valence active space was used for the \( \text{CH}_4 \) and \( \text{CH}_3 \) radicals. For \( \text{CH}_4 \) and \( \text{HCHO} \), \( C_2 \) symmetry was used. The \( \text{CH}_4 \) calculations used an (8,8) active space (i.e. 8 electrons in 8 orbitals, six of \( A' \) and two of \( A'' \) symmetry) while those for \( \text{HCHO} \) used a (6,5) active space (3 \( A' \) and 2 \( A'' \) orbitals). The \( \text{C}_2\text{H}_2 \) calculations used \( C_{2v} \) symmetry and a (10,8) active space comprising 4 \( A_1 \), 2 \( B_1 \) and 2 \( B_2 \) orbitals, while those for \( \text{C}_2\text{H}_4 \) assumed \( C_2 \) symmetry and used a (4,4) active space (2 \( A' \) and 2\( A'' \) orbitals). For benzene, \( C_6 \) symmetry and an active space of 8 electrons in 8 orbitals (6 \( A'' \) and 2 \( A' \)) was used. The optimisations of the conical intersections for \( \text{C}_2\text{H}_2 \) and benzene used, respectively, (2,2) and (6,6) active spaces. These calculations made use of the 6-31G(d) basis set. All optimisations were carried out in Gaussian 09\(^{281}\) whilst the potential energy scans were performed in MOLPRO 2010.1.\(^ {12}\)

The MECIs shown in Fig. 5 were obtained by performing the seam model function (SMF)/single-component artificial force induced reaction (SC-AFIR) method, with spin-flip time-dependent
density functional theory (SF-TDDFT), as implemented in a developmental version of the global reaction route mapping program (GRRM). The searches were started from ground state equilibrium structures, using the BHHLYP functional and 6-31G(d) basis set.

Additional outputs that underpin the ab initio calculations reported in this paper have been placed in the University of Bristol's research data repository and can be accessed using the following DOI: 10.5523/bris.3tm9tsq15w3n2bdyko1tp78fq9.
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